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An observation, whether it be real or fictitious, has the ability to create its own 

meaning within the context of ones reality.  With the use of video technology, I record 

both staged and found situations that exist in limbo states. On the surface, they appear to 

be familiar spaces and places that the eye would naturally pass over. For example, 

recording the back of a figure or a blank billboard implies without revealing, while 

remaining autonomous and infinite.  

By hyper-focusing on seemingly banal occurrences, one has the ability to become 

a creatively conscious observer.  Regularity is deceptive, as are our poetic imaginations. 

These video pieces act as catalysts that engage previous experience and thought.  

Specific cinematic techniques function within this body of work; particularly the 

long take, a slow pace, the static camera, and the use of mundane subjects. Each piece 
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reveals a visual moment extracted from a universal notion and understanding of 

experienced time. By suspending these particular visual moments in time, I remove them 

from the pace of lived reality so they can enter an alternate reality. The images persist 

and reverberate within individual consciousness to create unique narratives specific to 

ones own understanding of the minimal amount of information given to them. The 

familiar becomes unfamiliar again. 
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INTRODUCTION 

I’m interested in creating a contemplative art that has the ability to highlight a 

space and time existing outside of the work itself. The motion pictures I create are studies 

of the pro-filmic (everything that exists within the frame) and its potential to reverberate 

within individual consciousness. My videos rely on both mental and physical presence 

and have the same disposition as breathing; they present everyday autonomous situations 

that the viewer can observe and contemplate. 

The term “contemplative cinema” has popped up within recent film history and 

has yet to be fully explored. Currently, the long take, a slow pace, the static camera, and 

the use of mundane subjects drive this genre. Contemporary auteurs in this genre include 

Chantal Akerman, Apichatpong Weerasethakul, and Abbas Kiarostami, among others. 

Before them, filmmakers like Yasujirō Ozu and Michelangelo Antonioni began to 

explore contemplative techniques, paying close attention to the duration of a shot and 

creating physical and mental space for the viewer to see beyond the narrative line where 

the majority of the substantial content and aesthetic complexities exist.   

My current experimentation with contemplative cinema relies on a deliberate 

distillation of time, movement and montage along with the filmic techniques listed above. 

This work is stripped down with the intention of allowing the slow experience of 

watching to engage with the space within the pro-filmic to induce conscious thought. 

Usually viewers reflect on contingency; they’re interested in what’s going to happen 

next. These still videos become a catalyst for the poetic imagination.  
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PROCESS 

Most situations I record are found in the everyday and are selected because of 

their decided lack of visual drama.  My goal is to explore/reveal these familiar scenes 

along with others so that these moments are noticed and become subtly unfamiliar to the 

viewer through the process of looking for a prolonged period of time. I take on the role of 

the flâneur, the conscious observer (a term used by Baudelaire in 1863 in his essay “The 

Painter of Modern Life”), mindfully roaming the streets in which I spend my time. I 

notice details and later return to record them.  

When I decide to shoot something, I set up my camera on tripod at an angle I 

deem appropriate. Usually, this is at eye-level, as extreme angling of the camera can 

engender too much self-conciousness on the part of the viewer. I try to focus on the detail 

in the scene with minimal background distractions. I want to pinpoint and share the detail 

I was originally struck by, without it being lost in the background. My cropping allows 

the viewer to imagine what lies just outside of the frame they are presented with. The 

viewer has the potential to create the place the work exists in whether it is an actual 

location in the city in which it was shot or an imagined environment that the viewer 

constructs.   

In conjunction with the work that relies on a found event, I will often recreate 

moments I have observed in the past. These contemplative videos become more theatrical 

because they are deliberately staged. Usually, these include figures. While shooting these 

pieces my method is the same (still/cropped), but the environment is much more 

controlled than with the found event pieces. Every element within the frame is considered 

and arranged in a particular way to hint towards a more specific narrative.  
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My post-production workflow is minimal, compared to other video work I have 

done. I spend a great deal of time editing sound if I choose not to use the ambient 

soundtrack. I’m interested in having these videos remain close to filmic reality. 

Therefore, I choose not to perform extensive manipulation in post-production so that the 

videos accurately represent what was seen through the viewfinder. All subject material is 

fair game; I prefer not to hone in one aspect of life that captivates me.  My work is about 

translating a moment experienced, no matter what the situation involves.  
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EXAMPLES OF WORK 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 1: Video Still from “The Living Room” 

The first piece I did in this contemplative vein was “The Living Room” which I 

completed in 2011. Based on an observation I had at a party, this video looks at a young 

woman from behind as she sways slowly to Otis Redding’s A Change is Gonna Come 

while holding a glass of wine. The background of the shot is nearly empty, except for a 

cropped poster of a punk band. Recorded at the eye level perspective, it seems as though 

the woman is looking at the poster, but there’s no way of telling. There is no certainty of 

where the girl is looking throughout the piece. I wanted to provoke the audience’s anxiety 

about the unanswerable scenario. This idea peaked my interest for possible narrative 

situations within my work for the first time.  Every viewer creates a slightly different 

story that they can follow while watching, allowing me to feel confident in making work 

that is purposely enigmatic. Narrowing this video down to its most vital components was 

an exciting direction. I didn’t feel as though I had to use a short film model (beginning, 

middle, end) to invoke a narrative. The action was suspended, slowed down, and open to 

various possibilities.  
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Figure 2: Video Still from “Simplicity Wine & Eats” 

After that, I did my first found environmental piece, “Simplicity Wine & Eats.” 

This still video is a nightscape focusing on a billboard covered with a large canvas that is 

blown by the wind. Below the billboard is a busy restaurant, in which people are casually 

dining.  The soundtrack is a mix of the sound of the wind as well as the sounds of the 

interior of the restaurant. Bringing up the sounds of the interior of the restaurant helped to 

emphasis the activity below the billboard. The canvas on the billboard is white, which 

gives it a screen-like quality. I often find myself attracted to these frame motifs whether 

they are a screen, a window or any surface that has the ability to tell another story within 

the same video. 

I presented both of those works in the fall semester of 2011 for my 30-hour orals 

and I continued to create work exploring extended perceptions of time and tangential or 

abbreviated narrative. In the spring semester of 2012, I continued to make work that was 

similar. Two pieces of writing that informed these newer works were Roland Barthes 

Camera Lucida and Laura Mulvey’s Death 24x a Second. Barthes wrote his short book to 

help him understand what it was about the photographic image that had the ability 
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resonate after viewing. He defined this as the “punctum” or a detail that holds the 

viewer’s attention while looking and then reverberates after having left the image. 

Everyone’s punctum moment can be different; it’s about allowing yourself the time to 

look and find what it is that speaks to you. Mulvey helped to update Barthes’ notion of 

the punctum by calling for stillness and slowness in the cinema for poetic imagination. 

She also writes about two kinds of viewers:  the possessive and the pensive. I seek to 

engage the latter, as they are more contemplative viewers, allowing the slow pace of the 

video to shape their thoughts about what is happening.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 3: Video Still from “Her Ears were Ringing” 

In “Her Ears were Ringing,” a young woman stands in front of a window that 

overlooks the city of Austin at night. She patiently walks back and forth from the window 

to the center of the room as if waiting for something. In the background is the night, its 

bright lights blaring. The reflection of the room is caught in the window and intersects 

with the nightscape. The woman pauses and begins to take off her jacket but the video 

ends, so you never find out what it is she is waiting for. The soundtrack is silent, except 

for the sound of the woman’s heels against the floor, which emphasizes the pace at which 
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the woman was walking, inducing the viewer to become more anxious about and 

increasingly aware of the time that has passed while watching. This piece was staged 

with a more precise possible narrative in mind, which was subsequently abandoned.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 4: Video Still from “Late Spring” 

In, “Late Spring,” moths hover around an illuminated church tower. They are 

drawn to the irresistible glow of the religious structure. The ambient soundtrack points to 

a space outside of the frame (the street below), allowing the viewer to contemplate events 

that are taking place off camera. The omission of montage in this work affords the 

viewers time to insert themselves into the space of the frame. This piece falls into the 

second category, the found environments. This is projected at a large scale to encompass 

the viewers and, like most of the other pieces, “Late Spring” plays on a loop. 

In the fall of 2012 I was recording environments, but I started working more 

towards a defining narrative within the figure-based pieces. I decided to use montage 

sparingly in these. I created two pieces entitled “The Break-up” and “The Fight.” 

Because I’m interested in distilling information, I eliminated the action scenes associated 

with the title (the break-up & the fight) and instead filled the void where those scenes 
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would have been shown with a title card extended in length. The video then becomes the 

aftermath (cause and effect) of what the title describes or evokes. “The Break-up” shows 

a sad young man looking into the lens of the camera. The story is told largely by the 

shadows that are cast over his face. His look, directed towards the camera, begs for some 

kind of forgiveness. The perspective the camera takes is much more telling, placing the 

viewer in the position of the other person who could be involved in the scenario. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 5: Video Still from “The Break-up” 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 6: Video Still from “The Fight” 
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In “The Fight,” a couple sits by a pool awkwardly holding each other. The wind 

picks up (which is visible on the surface of the water) and the woman looks off screen to 

the right. I then show what the woman is looking at, which is nothing but their belongings 

scattered on a chair near a barbeque pit. Subsequently, I cut back to the couple as the man 

grabs the girl to pull her in closer. These two works are experiments with my figure-

based narrative videos, but I’m not sure adding more was the correct answer . . . just yet. 

I felt as though I had not yet figured out how to use a singular still shot to its fullest 

potential.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 7: Video Still from “Late Night on Burnet Lane” 

The progression I sought with the environmental works was attempted with the 

triptych, “Late Night on Burnet Lane.” I recorded three separate shots with minimal 

movement in each in order to create a triangulated space. Each of the three focus on a 

light that comes on and off at the apartment complex where I filmed. This was a test to 

see if spatial montage was the answer for the environmental pieces. Although I thought 

the piece was successful because the three videos had a formal dialogue with each other, I 

wasn’t sure that there was more content in three videos than there could have been in just 

one. It’s difficult for me to let go of the autonomous moments, because I feel as though 
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there is more work to be done to perfect each video. However, I have continued to think 

about spatial montage as a way to bring more depth to each individual piece.  

For my 60-hour orals this semester, I presented simultaneously in the same room 

two videos that I consider autonomous. The first, “Sunday After Noon” looks at a crowd 

of people leaving a church after mass. The video is shot in slow motion and the emphasis 

is on the emergence of these people from the darkened interior of the church. The long 

lens used in this piece compresses the space because of the shallow depth of field. The 

viewer can tell that the cameraperson is far away observing and recording the event. With 

the majority of the planes out of focus, the viewer is only able to catch a clear glimpse of 

each individual for a split second.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 8: Video Still from “Sunday After Noon” 
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Figure 9: Video Still from “An Apartment” 

In the second video, “An Apartment,” the camera simply remains fixed on the 

corner of living room in an apartment. On the right side of the screen there’s a window 

and visible outside is a bush that moves in a calm fashion. There’s a greenish glow, cast 

from the uncommon balance of the light that sits outside of the apartment. The sound 

design consists of room tone and distant airplanes flying over the apartment. Both pieces 

were quiet and marked an important place in my contemplative video practice. Showing 

them together in the same space allowed a specific narrative to come into play; it 

questioned both religiousness and spiritualism, and the spaces that have the potential to 

host meditative contemplation and transformation. 
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PROGRESSION OF THE WORK 

Presently, I’m interested in taking new strategies in the work including more 

experimentation with spatial montage and introducing a structural filmmaking practice. 

Spatial montage calls for multiple screens within an interior exhibition space. I would 

work on carefully juxtaposing videos from the past that I shot to create, control and 

expand the possible narrative that lies within each single moment. Some structural 

filmmaking is concerned with chance as its defining element. It is a premeditated practice 

with set rules for the way the work is shot, constructed and viewed. An example of this 

would be setting a limit for the amount of frames used per edit or only using footage shot 

on my phone. In conjunction with the spatial montage experimentation, I would like to 

challenge myself to create a list of parameters to abide by, forcing the montage between 

the autonomous moments that I’ve been observing and recording to create work that tells 

more specific narratives. I want to have more control over the stories that are read within 

the work.  

Motion pictures have always been the art form that has the ability to speak clearly 

to me. They allow me to experience both time and space in a way that’s separate from 

everyday life, while still existing within it. The projected image presents an abstraction of 

life experienced but becomes successful when it collides with one’s own reality. I 

experience this most in the post-filmic experience; it opens up my senses, allowing me to 

be more conscious of my surroundings within the world. Translating this conscious 

experience is what I aim to do while making my own work. I ask viewers to slow down 

and look at everyday moments so that they can see and experience familiar spaces, 

places, people and objects that they would usually pass by.  The work is successful when 
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familiar moments become unfamiliar again and it’s that goal that will continue to fuel my 

practice after my grad school experience here at The University of Texas at Austin.  
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